Smart Visual Configuration
for Salesforce CPQ
Don’t let the other guys fool you. Epicor CPQ is more than just a pretty face.
Visual Configuration Backed by Robust Business Rules
Epicor CPQ provides an immersive 2D, 3D, or AR experience, allowing for real-time product configuration and dynamic
pricing for internal sales people, distributors, or website visitors. Our revolutionary CPQ rules engine handles the most
complex product logic, dramatically simplifying the implementation and maintenance of CPQ in your organization.

Why Epicor CPQ is Different
Snap Rules Engine
Other visual CPQ solutions hide behind hard-coded
rules while Epicor CPQ authors powerful logic for
complex product selling using a no-code builder.
Website Embedding
Embed a visual product configurator on your
website for all end buyers to visualize, dynamically
price and quote products.

Contact us to learn more
epicorCPQ@epicor.com

CAD Automation
Automatically generate sales drawings for quotes
and CAD models* for Engineering.
*Integrate with SolidWorks, Autodesk Inventor, and PTC CREO

We’re here for the hard-working businesses that keep the world turning. They’re the companies that make, move, and sell the things
we all need. They trust Epicor to help them do business better. Their industries are our industries, and we understand them better
than anyone. By working hand-in-hand with our customers, we get to know their business almost as well as they do. Our innovative
solution sets are carefully curated to fit their needs and built to respond flexibly to their fast-changing reality. We accelerate every
customer’s ambitions, whether to grow and transform, or to simply become more productive and effective. That’s what makes us
the essential partners for the world’s most essential businesses.
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